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ABSTRACT - Anomaly detection refers to the problem of ﬁnding patterns in data that do not confirm to expected
behaviour. The survey tries to provide a structured and comprehensive overview of the research on anomaly
detection. There are grouped existing techniques into different categories based on the underlying approach
adopted by each technique. For each category there are identified key assumptions, which are used by the
techniques to differentiate between normal and anomalous behaviour. Further, for each category, identifying the
advantages and disadvantages of the techniques in that category is a part of the projects goal. And find out the
model which is best suited for detecting and prediction of anomaly from the telemetry data. The aim is to identify a
simple automated process which only veriﬁes if a certain parameter crosses upper or lower thresholds and is robust
enough to detect the various types of anomalies that may occur in the telemetry data. We will be analysing data and
use machine learning algorithms to attempt a realistic prediction, gain experience in machine learning algorithms
and their applicability to satellite telemetry data analysis. Combining satellite data and machine learning algorithms
to predict the dynamic characteristics of a satellite, such that an outcome is obtained with good accuracy rate.
KEYWORDS– Anomaly detection, Telemetry, prediction, detection, accuracy rate.
I. INTRODUCTION of ORGANIZATION
The Indian Space Research Organization is the space agency of the Government of India headquartered in the city of
Bengaluru. Its vision is to "harness space technology for national development while pursuing space science
research and planetary exploration". Indian National Committee for Space Research was established by Jawaharlal
Nehru, the first Prime Minister of the Indian Government, with the urging of scientist Vikram Sarabhai recognizing
the need in space research. In 1972 Government of India setup a Space Commission and the Department of Space,
bringing ISRO under the DOS. The establishment of ISRO thus institutionalized space research activities in India. It is
managed by the Department of Space, which reports to the Prime Minister of India. ISRO subsequently developed
two other rockets: the Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV) for launching satellites into polar orbits and the
Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle (GSLV) for placing satellites into geostationary orbits. These rockets have
launched numerous communications satellites and earth observation satellites.
Satellite navigation systems like GAGAN and IRNSS have been deployed. In January 2014, ISRO used an indigenous
cryogenic engine in a GSLV-D5 launch of the GSAT-14. ISRO sent a lunar orbiter, Chandrayaan-1, on 22 October 2008
and a Mars orbiter, Mars Orbiter Mission, on 5 November 2013, which entered Mars orbit on 24 September 2014.
There are various divisions in ISRO and we got an opportunity to complete our final year project named Anomaly
Detection from Telemetry, under the division of Spacecraft health monitoring and simulations group. This group is
responsible for the spacecraft health monitoring.
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II. ANOMALY DETECTION and SPACE TELEMETRY
The human eﬀort to manually inspect tens of thousands of parameters in detail is simply not an option. Many
anomaly detection techniques have been specifically developed for certain application domains, while others are
more generic. The critical concern of satellite operations is to ensure the health and safety of satellites. The worst
case in this perspective is probably the loss of a mission, but the more common interruption of satellite functionality
can result in compromised mission objectives. All the data acquiring from the spacecraft are known as Telemetry
(TM), which contains the wealth information related to the health of all its subsystems. Each single item of
information is contained in a telemetry parameter, which represents a time-variant property (i.e. a status or a
measurement) to be checked. As a consequence, there is a continuous improvement of TM monitoring systems to
reduce the time required to respond to changes in a satellite's state of health.
A fast conception of the current
state of the satellite is thus very important to respond to occurring failures. Information extraction from such rich
data sources using advanced statistical methodologies is a challenging task due to the massive volume of data
generated each minute.
III.THREE AXIS STABILIZATION
A spacecraft's attitude must typically be stabilized and controlled for a variety of reasons. It is oftentimes needed so
that the spacecraft high-gain antenna may be accurately pointed to Earth for communications, so that onboard
experiments may accomplish precise pointing for accurate collection and subsequent interpretation of data, so that
the heating and cooling effects of sunlight and shadow may be used intelligently for thermal control, and also for
short propulsive maneuvers must be executed in the right direction.Three-axis stabilization is an alternative method
of spacecraft attitude control in which the spacecraft is held fixed in the desired orientation without any rotation.
The three-axis stabilization is uses electrically powered reaction wheels, also called momentum wheels, which are
mounted on three orthogonal axes aboard the spacecraft.

Fig.1.1 Three Axis Stabilization
These are electric motor driven rotors made to spin in the direction opposite to that required to re-orient the
vehicle. Because momentum wheels make up a small fraction of the spacecraft's mass and are computer controlled,
they give precise control. They provide a means to trade angular momentum back and forth between spacecraft and
wheels. Momentum wheels are generally suspended on magnetic bearings to avoid bearing friction and breakdown
problems. To maintain orientation in three dimensional space a minimum of three must be used, with additional
units providing single failure protection. To rotate the vehicle on a given axis, the reaction wheel as shown in fig 1.1,
on that axis is accelerated in the opposite direction. To rotate the vehicle back, the wheel is slowed. Excess
momentum that builds up in the system due to external torques from, for example, solar photon pressure or gravity
gradients, must be occasionally removed from the system by applying controlled torque to the spacecraft to
allowing the wheels to return to a desired speed under computer control.
IV. TELEMETRY DATA and GRAPH ANALYSIS
Regular monitoring of the wheel parameter is an integral part. So in telemetry data one subsystem is the
Momentum/ Reaction Wheels. They are denoted as MW1, MW2, MDE1 and MDE2. The current for MW1 is
represented by 1850.The current for MW2 is represented by 1851.
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The speed for MW1 is represented by 1853. The speed for MW2 is represented by 1854. Now the above 4
parameters are intern dependent on the other 4 parameter identification numbers (PID). The PID’s are
850,846,851,847 and 700 :
●
PID 850: MW1’s ON/OFF status.
●
PID 851: MW2’s ON /OFF status.
●
PID 846: WDE1’s ON/OFF status.
●
PID 847: WDE2’s ON/OFF status.
●
PID 700: AOCE status.
The PID’s 850,846,851,847 and 700 status should be ON. PID 700 represents the on orbit coupled/decoupled mode.
When the above are met then it gives meaning to the data. According the mission group standards when the speed
increases the current drawn also increases. There is a threshold value which is set for the current and it is 0.8 as
shown in fig.1.2. The red colour in graph indicated the speed parameter measured in RPM and the blue colour
indicates current parameter measured in AMPS. Both the speed and current parameters are going hand in hand and
the threshold value is below 0.8.

Fig.1.2 normal behaviour of current and speed
There are few conditions where in the threshold value anomalies are observed as shown in fig.1.3. In such cases
there might be some operation going on the satellite so these special cases should not be marked as anomaly. As
seen in graph the current value is below 0.8. In the graph it can be seen that there is a inclination of the speed
parameter at some time interval and at other time interval it is declining. And both the current and speed are not
going hand in hand. So these cases are special operational cases.

Fig.1.3 operational behaviour of current and speed
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Fig.1.4 anomalous behaviour of current and speed
In fig.1.4 it is clearly seen that the threshold value is crossed hence it indicates the anomalous behaviour. Only in
such cases it should be marked as anomaly and the required action to overcome the anomaly must be taken. The
telemetry data in raw form given to us is as shown in fig.1.5. The data is of the GSAT-9 geostationary satellite which
is a communications and meteorology satellite operated by ISRO. It was launched on 5th may 2017.

Fig.1.5 GSAT-9 telemetry data
V. ALGORITHMS USED
1. KNN Classifier
In pattern recognition, the k-nearest neighbors algorithm (k-NN) is a non-parametric method used for classification
and regression. In both cases, the input consists of the k closest training examples in the feature space. In k-NN
classification, the output is a class membership. The anomaly score of a data instance is deﬁned as its distance to its
kth nearest neighbor in a given data set. Nearest neighbor-based anomaly detection techniques require a distance
measure deﬁned between two data instances. The distance measure can be calculated by using the Euclidean
distance. It calculates the approximate distances between various points on the input vectors, and then assigns the
unlabeled point to the class of its K-nearest neighbors. If k is very huge, the neighbors, which used for prediction,
will consume large classification time and affect the prediction accuracy rate. k-NN is a type of instance-based
learning, or lazy learning, where the function is only approximated locally and all computation is deferred until
classification. The k-NN algorithm is among the simplest of all machine learning algorithms. Both for classification
and regression, a useful technique can be used to assign weight to the contributions of the neighbors, so that the
nearer neighbors contribute more to the average than the more distant ones. For example, a common weighting
scheme consists in giving each neighbor a weight of 1/d, where d is the distance to the neighbor.
2. Regression Analysis
The type of classifier being used does not capture the decision boundary, e.g. using linear classifiers with, The
available features x do not contain enough information to perfectly predict y - Binary labels y ∈ {−1,1}. Model: A
linear regression line has an equation of the form Y = a + bX, X - explanatory variable, Y - dependent variable, b slope, a – intercept. If the goal is prediction, or forecasting, or error reduction, linear regression can be used to fit a
predictive model to an observed data set of values. Linear regression outputs continuous number values.
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3. Generative Approach-Gaussian Model
Bayes theorem is used to calculate the probability of ‘y’ when ‘x’ is given. Each gaussian is represented by a
combination of mean and variance. The goal is to make these parameters , best fit the data which can be done by
maximising the likelihood of the data in GMM model. GMM will assign each instance to a cluster based on the
calculated likelihood. The graph represents the associated probability density of each component.
4. Support Vector Machine (SVM) Algorithm
A Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a discriminative classifier formally defined by a separating hyperplane. In other
words, given labelled training data (supervised learning), the algorithm outputs an optimal hyperplane which
categorizes new examples. In two dimensional space this hyperplane is a line dividing a plane in two parts where in
each class lay in either side. A margin is a separation of line to the closest class points. Regularization parameter
tells the SVM optimization how much you want to avoid misclassifying each training example.
VI.RESULTS
1.KNN

2. Gaussian

3. Regression
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4. SVM

Outputs obtained:
VII. CONCLUSION
The algorithms which have been implemented are KNN, Generative approach, Regression analysis and SVM. The
results obtained proved to be as accurate as possible. The dataset used was raw data that had anomalies. The aim of
entire process was to determine the anomalous data from the given sample. Various mathematical functions helped
to analyze and predict future anomalous behavior. The extended version of this process can be even more efficient
algorithms and methods such as Decision Trees, adding weights and taking chunks of data together.
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